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Abstract

Information ethics is a  multi- faceted and multilayered concept that covers
such issues as social responsibility, citizenship, global information justice,
freedom of speech, copyright, and privacy, to name a few. The International
Review of Information Ethics lists the Internet, computer science and library
and information science as areas that are concerned with research and devel-
opment in the discipline of information ethics. It is evident that the discussion
and discourse of information ethics cuts across various scholarly and disci-
plinary boundaries. To provide a coherent and integrated perspective of the
scholarly activities in information ethics, a comprehensive analysis and pres-
entation of publication trends will prove particularly useful. This kind of
analysis will make a contribution to the development of a knowledge map
of scholarly activities in information ethics and encourage collaborative
research and scholarship.

Information ethics is a subject area that has recently attracted substantial
attention from various domains and disciplines. Researchers and scholars from
various disciplinary backgrounds have discussed this topic. The International
Review of Information Ethics (2005) published by the International Center for
Information Ethics (ICIE) lists the following areas that are concerned with
information ethics:
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• Internet;
• computer science; and
• library and information science

Capurro (2005) believes that information ethics deals particularly with ethical
questions in

• the Internet (cyberethics, information ethics in a narrower sense);
• computer science (computer ethics);
• the biological and medical sciences (bioinformation ethics);
• the mass media (media ethics);
• the library and information science field (library ethics); and
• the business field (business information ethics) [p. 7].

As noted by Froehlich (2004), information ethics has evolved over the years
into a  multi- threaded phenomenon, stimulated in part by the convergence of
many disciplines on issues associated with the Internet. It can now be seen as
a confluence of the ethical concerns of

• media;
• journalism;
• library and information science;
• computer ethics (including cyberethics);
• management information systems;
• business; and
• Internet.

The above descriptions of the scope of information ethics allude to the
 multi- faceted and  multi- disciplinary nature of the topic and the ways in which
it is viewed by researchers from different domains and disciplines. It appears
that conducting a study to examine the scope and variety of topics related to
information ethics is particularly timely. Floridi (2005) notes that the term
information ethics has come to mean different things to scholars from various
disciplines, including computer ethics, business ethics, medical ethics, computer
science, the philosophy of information, social epistemology and library and
information science. This, he argues, has resulted in confusion about the nature
and scope of information ethics. He further argues that a  field- dependent,
applied and professional ethics approach to information ethics is problematic
and that a  macro- ethical approach should be adopted.

Ocholla, Onyancha, and Britz (20¡0) explored the concept information
ethics using the most common  co- occurring terms in the information ethics
literature as indexed in nine databases. They analyzed the subject terms in more
than ¡,000 bibliographic records. They found that the most common term was
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ethics with 6¡3 hits in the compound subject terms, followed by information,
legislation, jurisprudence, research, access, technology, standards, health, com-
puter, education, and library. Others that produced a high number of hits
included Internet, economics, libraries, and privacy. While this study provides
insight into the subject terms in the bibliographic records on information
ethics, its aim was not to identify disciplines and domains that are concerned
with information ethics.

The purpose of this paper is to shed light on the history, volume, variety,
and topics of publications on information ethics as reflected in the Scopus
 multi- disciplinary database of article publications. To achieve this, metadata
records for the article publications on information ethics will provide a repre-
sentative source of information. Metadata records consist of titles, authors,
publication dates, abstracts,  author- provided keywords, index terms, authors’
affiliations, and countries. These metadata elements are particularly useful for
trend and topic analysis. The study also aims to visually demonstrate the key
information ethics themes, topics, as well as the authors and organizations that
have contributed to the research and developments in this area. The key ques-
tions that this study addresses are:

• what are the publication trends for articles on information ethics?;
• who are the top authors of information ethics articles?;
• what countries and institutions are active in research in information

ethics?;
• what disciplines and domains are concerned with research on information

ethics?; and
• what are the most frequently used terms and topics in the titles, abstracts,

and author keywords of article publications?

Addressing the above questions requires various analytical approaches, includ-
ing textual, authorship, and trend analysis. The next section will provide a
description of the methods and tools used to conduct these analyses.

Methodology

The methodological framework for conducting this study consists of a
description of the nature and type of data; search and retrieval experiments
conducted; data analysis methods used; and the information visualization tools
employed.

Database

For this study, Scopus, a  multi- disciplinary database of  peer- reviewed arti-
cle publications was used. It is owned by Elsevier and is only available online
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Table 1: Raw data on a search for information ethics in the Scopus database.



by subscription. Scopus covers more than 2¡,000 publications of which around
20,000 are  peer- reviewed journals in the, technical, medical, and social sciences,
and arts and humanities. It currently has more than 53 million records, mainly
from ¡995 onward (Elsevier, 20¡4).

Searches Conducted

An exact phrase search was conducted on the term information ethics in
the title, abstracts, author keywords, and indexed keywords of publications
indexed in the Scopus database. There were 3¡3 records retrieved on December
20, 20¡3. The metadata records for the 3¡3 records were downloaded onto an
Excel file for later analysis. The author is aware of the limitations of this kind
of search. For instance, searches could have been conducted on such terms as
library ethics or social responsibility in librarianship or ethical librarianship.
However, as the aim of this paper was to specifically examine how the term
information ethics has been treated and approached in the publications, the
search was confined.

The metadata elements that were examined for analysis in this study are
the following:

• author;
• title;
• author keywords;
• indexed keywords (MeSH, Emtree, Engineering controlled term);
• abstract;
• publication date;
• publication source; and
• author’s country.

Table ¡ shows a screenshot of raw data in an excel spreadsheet.

Data Analysis Methods 

The following text analysis and visualization tools were utilized to analyze
and create visual and graphical representations of the retrieved data:

• OpenRefine;
• TAPOR (Text Analysis Portal);
• AutoMap;
• Many Eyes (IBM); and
• Visual Understanding Environment (VUE).
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The first step in the analysis of data was related to data cleaning and  pre-
processing. OpenRefine was used for this task. OpenRefine is a powerful open
source tool that allows cleaning of messy data and its transformation from one
format into another. The application provides sophisticated clustering features
that are useful for detecting similar terms that are separated as a result of parts
of speech, such as information ethics and ethics of information. These terms may
be separated alphabetically, but OpenRefine detects similar patterns, clustering
them accordingly. This is useful for large data sets.

All author keywords that contained semicolons were removed and stored
in a text file. Text Analysis Portal (TAPOR) tools and Automap were used to
analyze the text of titles, abstracts, author keywords, and indexed keywords.
These two tools provide a wide range of text analysis functionalities, such as
term extraction, term frequency, analysis of parts of speech,  keyword- in-context
analysis, and stop word lists. TAPOR and Automap were used to identify
authors’ most frequently used terms.

Data Visualization 

In order to provide various visual representations of the analyzed metadata
records, a number of visual tools were used. IBM Many Eyes was used to create
bubble charts, geographic representations of countries, and high frequency
term representations. The Scopus database also provides visualization of search
results known as Analyze search results. The visualization of source counties
for the publications on information ethics as well as document type distribution
were obtained from the Scopus database. The Visual Understanding Environ-
ment (VUE) was used in this paper to visualize the broad thematic categories
for information ethics as reflected in the analyzed metadata records. It is an
open source tool project based at Tufts University. It creates flexible tools for
managing and integrating digital resources in support of teaching, learning,
and research. This methodological framework provides a generalizable
approach for conducting topic and trend analysis for many different subject
areas and domains.

Findings

In the following, findings are arranged in the order of the study research
questions presented above: publication trends, top authors, source countries
for publications on information ethics, disciplines and domains concerned with
information ethics, most frequently used terms and topics, and the thematic
categorization of information ethics.
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Publication Trends

The first question of this study was what are the publication trends for arti-
cles on information ethics? This broad question aimed at providing an overar-
ching picture of the publications on information ethics. To this end, two specific
sources were consulted to identify the pattern of publications. The first source
was the Google Books Ngram Viewer, which is a freely available  web- based
application that makes use of more than 5 million books to show book publi-
cation trends for various topics. For this study four search terms were entered
information ethics, Information Ethics, Information ethics and INFORMATION
ETHICS. Figure ¡ shows the Google Ngram viewer for these terms.

As can be seen from this graph, the publication of books on information
ethics dates back to the early ¡980s. Another observation is that the highest fre-
quency of occurrence of the term is associated with the lower case, i.e., infor-
mation ethics as shown by the line. It should be noted that the Google Books
Ngram Viewer only shows book publications until 20¡2.

To gain a comparative perspective of article publications for the term infor-
mation ethics, the Scopus database was used to ascertain the longitudinal trend
for  non- book publications. Figure 2 shows a graph from the Scopus database
of the distribution of publications over the course of 37 years.

Figure 3 depicts how the publication of articles, reports, and conference
papers on information ethics started in the ¡980s, with an incremental growth
in the ¡990s, and then in the 2000s. The year 20¡¡ has the highest number of
publications on the topic. These two graphs indicate that the term information
ethics started appearing in books, journal articles, and conference papers in the
¡980s.

Top Authors

As part of the mapping of the literature on information ethics, the question
who are the top authors of information ethics publications? was formulated. It
should be noted that only the articles indexed in the Scopus database were used
and that only first authors were considered for this analysis. The author
acknowledges that this decision may be viewed as a limitation for this analysis.
However, given the limited number of publications, it was important to identify
the authors with higher number of publications. Based on this analysis there
were 42 authors who had two or more publications. Figure 3 shows a bubble
chart of the top 42 authors. The top five authors in this list are Floridi, Capurro,
Ess, Smith and Buchanan. A complete list of all the 42 authors is provided in
the Appendix.
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Figure ¡. Google Books Ngram Viewer graph for information ethics



Figure 2: Scopus articles on information ethics distribution over 37 years (¡976 –20¡3)



Source Countries for Publications on Information Ethics

One of the research questions in this study aimed at identifying the main
source countries for publications on information ethics. Figure 4 shows the top
¡5 countries that have contributed most of the publications in the area of infor-
mation ethics.

In addition to source countries, it is useful to identify the top source pub-
lications in which information ethics papers have appeared. There are 37 pub-
lications that have published 2 or more papers on information ethics. Figure 5
shows the top ¡¡ publications. Ethics and Information Technology and the Journal
of Information Ethics are the two journals with a particular focus on publishing
information ethics papers.
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Figure 3. Top 42 authors of information ethics publications as reflected in the Scopus
database



Figure 4. Top ¡5 source countries for information ethics publications



Figure 5. Publications with the highest number of information ethics papers



Disciplines and Domains Concerned with Information Ethics

As was stated earlier, information ethics is a  multi- disciplinary domain
that cuts across several subject areas. One of this study’s key questions focused
on the identification of domains and disciplines that contribute to information
ethics. The Analyze search results feature in Scopus was used to identify the
subject categories information ethics papers have been assigned.

Figure 6 shows a pie chart of the Scopus subject categories assigned to
information ethics publications. As figure 6 shows, the main subject categories
include social sciences, computer science, medicine, business and management,
engineering, followed by arts and humanities. Although this categorization is
broad in nature, it does provide an overview of the  multi- disciplinary nature
of information ethics publications.

Most Frequently Used Terms and Topics

One of the key research questions raised in this study was to examine the
most frequently used terms in the publications on information ethics. A number
of tools were used to textually analyze the titles, abstracts, author assigned key-
words, and indexer assigned keywords to identify frequently used terms in the
metadata records for information ethics papers. Figure 7 shows the most fre-
quently used terms in the titles of publications on information ethics.

As can be seen in figure 7, terms such as privacy, global issues, health, edu-
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Figure 7. Most frequently used terms in the titles of publications on information
ethics



cation, teaching, and Internet are among the most frequently used terms in the
titles by authors.

Figure 8 shows the 46 most frequently occurring terms in the abstracts of
publications on information ethics. Evidently, the terms information, ethics,
and ethical are among the most frequently occurring. What is also interesting
is the occurrence of terms such as privacy, health, moral, computer, digital, tech-
nology, business, and library.

The keywords assigned by authors of the analyzed publications provide
insight into some of the conceptual underpinnings of information ethics. Figure
9 shows a list of the 50 most frequently assigned keywords to the publications
by authors.
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mation ethics



It is useful to examine the indexer assigned terms from the perspective of
frequency of their occurrence. Figure ¡0 shows the top 40 indexer assigned
terms.

As figure ¡0 shows, we note that frequently occurring terms include those
that have medical, informational, technological, educational, or business focus.
These terms occur in the frequently occurring terms in titles, abstracts, and
author assigned keywords.

Thematic Categorization of Information Ethics

Having analyzed and visualized the titles, abstracts, author assigned key-
words, and indexer assigned terms, a question remains to be answered: What
can we learn from these analyses? In other words, can we use the terms appear-
ing in different metadata elements to infer broad categories that would
 characterize information ethics as a subject area? A close examination of the
above analyses may provide a broad conceptualization of information ethics
and its various aspects or dimensions. Using the Visual Understanding Envi-
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ronment (VUE) tool, figure ¡¡ depicts the 9 aspects or dimensions of information
ethics.

Figure ¡¡ is the outcome of the analysis of term frequency using various
metadata elements for information ethics publications. These aspects or dimen-
sions may be viewed as different subject areas, domains, or disciplines. What
is important in this figure is the  multi- dimensionality and  multi- faceted nature
of information ethics as a subject area. In order to further contextualize these
broad themes, a more detailed account of each theme is presented in figure ¡2.
This type of conceptualization will assist in providing a more comprehensive
view of the subject of information ethics.

In addition, the knowledge organization scheme depicted in figure ¡2 pro-
vides a basis for a detailed analysis of the specific aspects of and topics related
to information ethics as reflected in the analyzed metadata records.

The study reported here contributes to our understanding of the  multi-
faceted nature of the area of information ethics. Teaching of and conducting
research into information ethics requires a comprehensive and inclusive cover -
age of the subject area. This study is a step towards mapping the publications
and scholarly work on information ethics for research, teaching, and education
purposes. The research questions addressed in this study are fundamental as
they explore how information ethics is perceived, understood, and researched
by scholars.

While the analytical framework presented in this study is useful and can
be applied to other topic and trend analysis studies, it has its own limitations.
One such limitation is that the Scopus database, used in this study, does not
cover all the publications on information ethics. Another limitation lies in the
restrictive use of the term information ethics for the searching and retrieval of
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Figure ¡¡. Broad thematic aspects and dimensions of information ethics



publications on information ethics in this study. Some studies and projects may
not necessarily use the term information ethics to refer to this  multi- faceted
and  multi- disciplinary area.

Conclusion

In this paper, a  metadata- based knowledge organization approach was
adopted to examine the literature of information ethics as reflected in the Sco-
pus  multi- disciplinary database. A detailed textual analysis of metadata records
for information ethics publications demonstrated that information ethics is a
 multi- disciplinary subject that has been approached from various perspectives.
These perspectives include global, legal, medical, technological, informational,
philosophical, educational, business, and privacy and security. Furthermore,
frequency term analyses conducted in this study found that information ethics
is finding its way into such areas as education, health, and business. As the crit-
ical importance of information ethics becomes increasingly evident, the the-
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matic categorization presented in this study will be useful for education and
research purposes. For instance, the thematic categorization could serve as a
basis for developing courses and educational materials for various purposes.
Furthermore, scholars and other researchers may find the knowledge organi-
zation approach presented in this paper useful for developing an inclusive and
comprehensive perspective of different aspects and dimensions of information
ethics both as a research and/or practice endeavor.
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